"A constant ebb and flow, like life itself"
perpētuum's debut album

Jazz, pop, metal, electronica - it may be hard to imagine these four genres together at first, but perpētuum
mixes them with a special flair that will win the hearts of jazz and pop music fans alike. Founded by young
Hungarian jazz students, the band took its current form in 2019 with Fruzsina Girincsi on vocals, Dániel Takács
on guitar, Áron Sárosi on bass and Attila Telek on drums, and since then they have mostly referred to their
style as alternative pop. The quartet has already proven their talent in countless venues in just two years: in
addition to winning awards at the Éter Festival, the Szimpla Lemming Program and the Müpa Jazz Showcase,
they have also put on a great show in the Akvárium Nagyhall as the opening act for Margaret Island (a major
Hungarian indie-pop band). Perpētuum reached an important milestone at the 2019 Babel Laureate WorldJazz Competition, where they won the first prize in the jazz category, together with the opportunity to tour
the Netherlands and record their first full-length album.
The forthcoming album, White Canvas will feature ten compositions, two of which (Oh Silence and Félek /
Afraid ) they have already played at the Paloznak Jazz Picnic and Szimpla. The album's title track is a reference
to the fact that it is us who shape our own destiny, and we decide about the colours and motifs we use to
decorate our own white canvas.
"As part of the Szimpla Lemming program, we gave a 'farewell concert' to our previous repertoire in
September 2020, because we felt that an era had come to an end and there were a lot of songs lying around
that hadn't been worked out yet. So we decided to come up with completely new material with an even more
coherent sound. The album still has an experimental edge to it, but the sound is a lot more pure and concrete,
and we really wanted to make sure the music matches with what the lyrics are saying" said Fruzsina Girincsi,
the band's frontwoman, about the new album. "The album lets you immerse in this journey with us. It's a
continuous ebb and flow, like life itself. Throughout the songs, we recall moments and emotions that we can
all relate to on different levels: being a child without a care in the world, feeling anger or unbridled happiness.
White Canvas is a journey through our experiences and memories, inspired by our own lives."
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White Canvas will soon be released to the public, but surely we will not be bored in the meantime, as
perpētuum plans to come out with a live session recording and a new video clips in the upcoming months.

You can listen the White Canvas album here.
The album introduction song White Canvas clip is here.
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